GD GOENKA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, ROHTAK
HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT (2018-19)
Class – VIII
Subject – Information Technology
Prepare a website by creating and linking the following web pages as described
1. The first web page should contain the following
 Name of Student
 Class
 Hobbies
 AIM
 Hindi
 English
 Mathematics
 Science
 Social Science
 French
 Computer Science
2. Make Hindi, English, Mathematics, Science, Social Science, French and
Computer
Science as hyperlink.
3. Attach a web page with all the hyperlinks with relevant content on the
subject mentioned. (At least 10 Questions on each subject)
Subject – Mathematics
Visit the https://www.geogebra.org and prepare geogebra applets on Circle,
Triangle, Square and other mathematical figures.
(Note: GeoGebra is an interactive geometry, algebra, statistics and calculus
application, intended for learning and teaching mathematics and science from
primary school to university level)

Subject - Science
Make a model based on Universe (3D) or PPT on Air Pollution and Water
Pollution
Subject – Social Science
File Project Work on the topic Industries that include the following
1. Classification on industries
2. Factors affecting location of industries
3. Industrial area “ Jamshedpur”
4. Ahmedabad Cotton textile industry
5. Osoka cotton textile industry
6. IT Industry (a) Bengaluru
(b) California
Subject - French
1. Make a colorful decorative chart based on Solar System writing all names in
French.
2. By using waste material, make a model on Eiffel Tower.
3. Make a decorative and creative chart based on any grammar topic done till
now in French language
Subject – English
1. Complete all the exercises of the Honey Dew workbook from Lesson no. 1,2
and 3.
2. Learn and revise the entire syllabus done till now.
3. Read a newspaper daily and write down at least 5 new words from the same
everyday.
4. Write a paragraph on the topic- The person who inspires me the most. Also
paste a few pictures of the same in the form of a collage.
Hindi Holiday Assignment
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